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ABSTRACT: 18 19
We report an experimental approach to study the mechanosensitivity of cell--20 cell contact upon mechanical stimulation in suspended cell--doublets. The doublet is 21 placed astride an hourglass aperture, and a hydrodynamic force is selectively 22 exerted on only one of the cells. The geometry of the device concentrates the 23 mechanical shear over the junction area. Together with mechanical shear, the 24 system also allows confocal quantitative live imaging of the recruitment of junction 25
proteins (e.g. E--cadherin, ZO--1, Occludin and actin). We observed the time sequence 26 over which proteins were recruited to the stretched region of the contact. The 27
compressed side of the contact showed no response. We demonstrated how this 28 mechanism polarizes the stress--induced recruitment of junctional components 29 within one single junction. Finally, we demonstrated that stabilizing the actin cortex 30 dynamics abolishes the mechanosensitive response of the junction. Our 31
experimental design provides an original approach to study the role of mechanical 32
force at a cell--cell contact with unprecedented control over stress application and 33 quantitative optical analysis. 34
behind. This is partly due to the complexity in mimicking, controlling, and 48 quantitatively imaging of cell--cell contacts with sufficient precision. The 49 reconstitution of cadherin--based adhesions on deformable surfaces (such as pillars 5 ) 50 or on magnetic beads (magneto--cytometry 6 ) has been instrumental in unraveling 51 the mechanosensitive recruitment of E--cadherin under mechanical stimuli. 52
Furthermore, the application of external mechanical stresses over cell junctions was 53 achieved by stretching cell monolayers. Substrate surface patterning has also been 54 incorporated to enable the formation of stereotypical doublets for which the 55 intercellular tension was controlled 7, 8 . In this case the mechanical stress is 56 transmitted from the substrate, through focal adhesions and the cytoskeleton, to the 57 cell--cell contact. Hence, a full mechanical stimulation of the cell body results. 58
Alternative approaches using a laser/magnetic tweezer to internally stretch the 59 junction have also been documented 9 . Here, a small force (on the order of 100 pN) 60 can be applied. Another popular method to study cell--cell adhesion strength is to use 61 AFM tips and dual pipette assays on suspended cell doublets 10, 11 . Measurement of 62 the force required to separate the contact provides an estimate for its stability 12, 13 . 63
In these last cases, the force measurement scheme impinges live quantitative 64 imaging of the proteins at the junction. 65
In this work, we present a custom device that simultaneously allows the 66 precise application of a mechanical stimuli on a single cell--cell contact between two 67 suspended cells, with high resolution quantitative imaging of the contact response. It 68 is inspired from magneto--cytometry where a coated magnetic micro--bead is placed 69 in contact with a cell and wobbled by a rotating magnetic field. In our case we 70 replaced the magnetic bead with a real cell, to create a bona fide cell--cell interaction. 71
An antifouling hourglass--shaped through--hole holds the doublet in place. To allow 72 fast confocal imaging, an oscillatory transverse flow stimulates the contact while it is 73 maintained in the horizontal position. We analyze the spatial distribution of actin, E--74 cadherin, ZO--1 and Occludin during their recruitment, upon mechanical stimulation. 75 76 77
RESULTS: 78
Design and Microfabrication of the Single Cell--cell Junction Stimulator. 79 Figure 1a ). Applying a negative vertical pressure pulse, we 86 subsequently placed individual pre--formed cell doublets inside the device so that 87 one cell was on each side of the aperture. The curved geometry guided the 88 positioning of the cell--cell contact region to the narrowest region of the through--89 hole opening (the aperture). It also maintained a grip around the junction during the 90 shearing stimulation, while minimizing undesirable stress over the rest of the cell 91 bodies ( Figure 1c ). 92
We tailored the dimensions of the through--hole aperture to match the 93 average cell junction size. To change the aperture diameter, we pressed the PDMS 94 mold with dome--shaped pillars (Details for fabrication can be found in Method 95 section) onto a flat PDMS substrate. This allowed us to retain the proper curved 96 profile. We then cast a negative replica of the gap region between the two PDMS 97 layers by capillary filling with a UV adhesive (NOA73). The size of the Hertz contact 98 between the dome and the substrate sets the size of the opening. The pressing 99 process is controlled by a custom--made tuneable spring--loaded press mounted on a 100 20X microscope. The method yields through--holes ranging from Ø5µm to Ø22µm 101 with 1 µm increments ( Figure 2 ). In this study, we repeatedly produced holes of 102 Ø10µm to match the average junction size of the S180 cell doublets. 103
We preformed cell doublets in an external chamber comprising an array of 104 Ø50 µm round pits cast in agarose gel ( Supplementary  Figure  1b) . The size of each 105 antifouling pit was designed to accommodate only 2 cells. After mature contacts 106 formed (4--6 hours), we transferred the doublets at low density (1x10 4 /ml) into the 107 upper compartment of the stretching device. A custom LabVIEW program interfaces 108 our channel to a Fluigent® system (MFCS) to apply high--precision pressure gradients 109 across the connecting through--hole and/or between the lower channel 110 inlets/outlets. 111
First, a vertical pressure gradient drove cells across the aperture. response of protein recruitment. The system was then mounted on a Nikon inverted 138 microscope (Eclipse) and we imaged the cells at high resolution using a spinning disk 139 (Yokogawa 60x). 140
We then quantified the en face images of the junction to establish the 141 redistribution of proteins during their recruitment, as induced by the mechanical 142 stimuli ( Figure 4 ). To this end, we compared the junction states in their resting 143 configuration, before and immediately after stimulation. This scheme avoided 144 ambiguous imaging artifacts resulting from the geometric distortion of the junction 145 under shear stress. The coarse grained response of the junction can be assessed by 146 subtracting the recruitment of junctional proteins before and after stimulation 147 without further registration ( Figure  4 ). However we also implemented a more local 148 evaluation of the protein recruitment in the following way. Suspended cells, and 149 S180 (stably expressing E--cadherin--GFP) in particular, concentrate their cadherin into 150 a ring of ~0.8 µm clusters along the edge of the cell--cell contact. The central area of 151 the contact, on the other hand, is largely depleted from adhesion proteins as well as 152 cytoskeletal components 11, 15 . We harnessed this stereotypical clustered--153 organization of junctional E--cadherin so that individual clusters served as fiducial 154 points from which junction regions could be traced and correlated before and after 155 the stimulation. Using a custom MatLab code that registered the locations of To compare the effect of compression versus stretch, we stimulated the 167 junction asymmetrically (1--sided only) by applying a left sided oscillatory pressure 168 gradient along the channel (Figure 5a ). It resulted in a mesoscopic compression of 169 the junction on the left--hand side and in a mesoscopic stretch on the right--hand side. 170
Both stresses have the same amplitude ( Figure 3c ) and are applied simultaneously 171 on the same junction. It resulted in a very unbiased way of measuring the 172 differences in response between each type of stimulation. 173 174 175 176
Stress--induced Actin Recruitment at Junctions. 177
We used suspended doublets of S180, a mouse sarcoma cell line in which 178 none of the cadherins (E, N, P, C) are endogenously expressed yet a stable 179 transfection of E--cad--GFP restores the adhesive phenotype 13,15,16 . This cell model 180 was established for the measurement of adhesion forces, and the study of E--181 cadherin mechanosensitivity 13 . Adherens junctions have proven sensitive to 182 mechanical stress, with alpha--catenin 17 , vinculin 18 and N--Wasp 19 shown to be 183 involved in the reinforcement of junctional actin upon the stretching of cryptic sites. 184
In the present system, we first characterized the response of F--actin (actin--mApple) 185
to mechanical stimulation of the junction at the cell--cell contact. 186 Figure  5a shows that a one--sided stimulation led to a clear reinforcement of 187 actin along the stretched part of the junction, but not along the compressed side. A 188 sizeable accumulation arose along the stretched area after 1 minute of stimulation, 189 reached 90% of maximum accumulation after 2 minutes, and approached a plateau We thus characterized the responses of E--cadherin, ZO--1 and Occludin at the 209 cell contact under identical mechanical stimulation. S180 cells were labelled with ZO--210
The recruitment of E--cadherin followed the same dynamics as actin (Supplementary 212 Figure 5b ) and there was no delay between their recruitment. In contrast, we did not 213 detect any significant junctional recruitment of ZO--1 or Occludin after 2 min of 214 stimulation. However, as Figure 6a shows, a 10--minute stimulation led to the 215 recruitment of both junction proteins on the same contact side, and within the same 216 time scale, as previously observed for actin. The intensities of E--cadherin, ZO--1, and 217
Occludin increased selectively at the stretched junction region by 34.3±4.0%s.e.m. 218 (n=226 puncta), 14.6±3.9%s.e.m. (n=60 puncta), and 28.5±3.4%s.e.m. (n=141 219 puncta) respectively compared to control conditions, and we could not detect any 220 increase on the rest of the cortex (Figure 6b, Supplementary Figure 6 ). This result 221 demonstrates that an externally applied mechanical stress was able to reinforce the 222 localization of junction proteins, i.e. E--cadherin, ZO--1, and Occludin, to the vicinity of 223 the cell--cell contact. 224
Mechanosensing across cadherins and ZO1 have been reported to induce 225 actin accumulation and junction reinforcement. However the mechanism by which 226
Cadherin and ZO1 recruitment is in turn enhanced at junction under stress is far less 227 understood. In the present context, the short time scale of the responses ruled out 228 the involvement of any transcriptional mechanism. We tested the hypothesis that it 229 is indeed the recruitment of actin that is responsible for the subsequent recruitment 230 of the apical junction proteins. We inhibited the stress--induced recruitment of actin 231 at the contact, without altering the junction proteins themselves treating the cells 232
with Jasplakinolide (100nM, IC 50 =2µM, 60min 20 ). As we previously reported, such 233 treatment leads to a general reinforcement of cortical and junctional actin 15 without 234 affecting the junction integrity. However, in this case the drug fully inhibited the 235 mechanosensitive response by abolishing all reinforcement of the junctional actin 236 under mechanical stimulation (Figure 5c ). Similarly, in absence of any mechanical 237 stimulation, we observed a global increase in E--cadherin (47±3%s.e.m., n=20 238 junctions), ZO--1 (42±2%s.e.m., n=8 junctions), and Occludin (22±2%s.e.m., n= 11 239 junctions) along the entire junction ( Supplementary Figure 7) upon addition of the 240 drug. However, although the baseline levels of these proteins at the junction were 241 enhanced (but not saturated), we did not observe any additional recruitment of 242 junction proteins after mechanical stimulation of Jasplakinolide treated doublets 243 ( Figure 6a--b ). It therefore strengthened the idea that accumulation of junction 244 complexes under mechanical stress was governed by a local regulation of actin 245 cortex dynamics. This suggests that the reinforcement of the actin cortex is a key 246 step in the mechanically induced recruitment of junctional proteins that possess 247 actin binding sites. To support this conclusion, we noticed that the recruitment of 248 junctional actin, ZO--1 and occludin is relatively homogeneous along the stretched 249 side of the junction. We assessed the patterns ZO--1 and occludin recruitment along 250 the cell contact rim by comparing regions with high levels of E--cadherin (cadherin 251 puncta) versus regions E--cadherin levels (spaces in--between puncta). In selecting the 252 areas in--between puncta for the analysis, we included only those regions with ≤50% 253 E--cadherin levels compared to that of the puncta regions. Figure 7 shows that F--254 actin, ZO--1 and occludin tend to be relatively concentrated at E--cadherin puncta but 255 not in--between them. Furthermore, the pool of E--cadherin situated between the 256 puncta showed no observable increase upon mechanical stimulation. The increase in 257 actin (26.5±4%s.e.m., n=106 puncta), ZO--1 (15±6%s.e.m., n=49 puncta) and occludin 258 (26±5%s.e.m., n=76 puncta) proved independent of their localization along the rim. 259
This observation points to the possibility that the mechanosensitive reinforcement 260 of ZO--1 and occludin proteins is not sensitive to the mechanically induced 261 recruitment of E--cadherin, but rather is linked to the recruitment of actin. Such a 262 mechanism would ensure reinforcement of the junction, independently of E--263 cadherin mechanosensitivity, as long as actin is recruited. One could argue that them 264 partial rescue of Apical junction proteins at the contact by mechanical stress is an 265 artifact of the "unusual" nature of the cellular contact we study here. Indeed S180 266 cell do not normally polarize. To strengthen our conclusions that actin dynamic 267 recruitment is essential to the subsequent enhancement of apical junction proteins 268 independently of the sensing mechanism we obtained similar results in mature 269 junctions formed in monolayers of CaCo cells. The results are presented in 270 Supplementary materials. 271
DISCUSSION: 272
The technological approach we presented here presents some advantages 273 and some drawback compared to the conventional substrate stretching. On one 274 hand it confers superior analysis capabilities due to the formation of stereotypical 275 junctions. In conventional substrate stretching for plated cells, such as the equiaxial 276 stretching used in this study, actin belts are easily disrupted and physically torn apart 277 during the procedure, especially when cells have been treated with Jaspakinolide 278 ( Supplementary Figure 9) . The resulting diffuse actin meshwork at the junctions 279 imposes a technical inconvenience for subsequent analytical quantification. 280
Furthermore, the orientations of junctions in cells plated on substrates are usually 281 stochastic, leading to stress heterogeneity. Oppositely, in the single junction 282 stimulator, as the stress is customized for individual junctions, the junction 283 disruption is minimized. All junction stimulations are aligned and calibrated along 284 the flow, therefore the junction stress is applied in a controlled manner. When the 285 stimulation is directional, i.e. single--sided, opposite sides of the junction are stressed 286 differently. This enables us to study the effects of stretching and compression 287 simultaneously on the same junction, with side providing an internal comparison to 288 the other. Because cell doublets under stimulation are all in suspended 289 configuration, there is no cell--substrate interaction. As a result, the single junction 290 stimulator system while imposing localized stress at the junction, eliminates any 291 confounding effect induced through the cell--matrix/substrate interface. On the other 292
hand the system requires that cell survive as suspended doublets that is not the case 293 for every cell lines (especially epithelial ones). 294
We also demonstrated that the mechanical stimulation of S180 cells with our 295 system presents striking similarities with the mechanical stimulation of bona fide 296 epithelial junctions. In particular our system demonstrate that role that mechanical 297 stimulation can play in recruiting and structuring apical junctions. We previously 298
reported the mechanosensitive recruitment of E--cadherin and actin in S180. We 299 demonstrated that E--cadherin enrichment at junctions stems from the reduction of 300 its turnover dynamics due to the stabilization of the cortex 15 . In this case the E--301 cadherin turnover rate was related to an enhanced binding time of E--cadherin to the 302 slower actin cortex. In this context we apply an external load that differs in nature 303 with local contractions. Based on previous reports, the stress induced recruitment of 304 actin and E--cadherin at junctions under an external mechanical load was expected, 305 as previous reports had described the reinforcement of adherens junctions under 306 local mechanical stress. In these cases the local stress was generated by actomyosin 307 actually compressed. It clearly shows that mechanical junctions reacts not only to 318 the amplitude of the mechanical stimulation but also to its direction. Our results also 319 suggest that independently of the sensing mechanism the recruitment of actin leads 320 to the enrichment of the apical junction proteins. The loss of response in 321 Jaspakinolide treated cells demonstrates that the actin restructuration and dynamics 322 plays a critical role in this process. This places the reinforcement of the actin cortex 323 as a key step in the mechanically induced recruitment of junctional proteins 324 possessing actin binding sites. One could speculate that such a mechanism is a stake 325 in the localization of apical junction around the apical belt in epithelial cell. 326 327 328 329
METHODS: 330
Ethics approval is not required for this study. An additional step of thermal softening and rounding (reflow) was performed on the 358 cover layer mold to generate a desired dome--shape profile for the central pillar 359 structure that was later used to make the through--hole geometry to accommodate a 360 single cell junction. 361
Daughter mold for the channel wall was obtained by standard PDMS casting 362 and curing from the master mold. Channel wall layer was then directly morphed 363 onto the coverslip using this PDMS daughter mold, giving the channel final geometry 364 of 50µm in depth and 40µm in width with a round middle--section bulge of Ø50µm. 365
For channel cover layer, the daughter mold was obtained by PDMS double casting. 366
So, it retained the dome--shape pillar structure. When the mold was pressed against 367 a flat PMDS substrate with tunable spring--loaded pressor, a clear circular contact 368 surface was formed between the rounded pillar tip and the substrate (Figure 2 ). This 369 contact area changes in response to the pressing force applied. For S180 cell 370 doublets, it was adjusted to be Ø10--12µm. The gap between the substrate and the 371 mold was then filled with polymer by capillarity. Because the contact area was 372 devoid of any polymer, after curing it became the through--hole that cell junction 373 could rest in. 374
The two channel layers were subsequently overlaid with the cover layer 375 through--hole aligned on top of the wall layer channel bulge. The compound 376 structure was subjected to another round of curing and finally attached to the 377 mounting adaptor. After surface passivation with pluronic acid (0.2% w/v), the 378 system was connected to microfluidic pumps (Fluigent MFCS™--4F) controlled with 379 custom LabVIEW codes. Flow speed inside the channel was calibrated using 380 fluorescent beads (Ø1µm, FluoSphere® ThermoFisher). Epifluorescence microscope 381 was used with a fixed exposure time of 50ms to capture the travel distances of beads 382 when the pressure difference between two channel inlets went from 0 to 0.8mBar 383 ( Supplementary figure 2a, b) . The beads travel speed, which inferred flow speed, 384
was computed and plotted as scatter--cloud with correlation to pressure difference 385
applied. 386
Cell doublets for SJS study were prepared externally (Supplementary figure  387 1b). S180 cells were trypsinized and loaded into arrays of round--bottom micro--wells 388 made of hydrogel with Ø50µm opening and 30µm depth to form doublets. These 389 dome--shape micro--wells were constructed with PDMS mold made using the same 390 reflow and casting techniques in channel cover layer fabrication. Because S180 was 391 usually of Ø15--20µm in size in suspension, individual micro--well was most likely to 392 capture only two cells and bring them into contact. As a result, large quantities of 393 doublets with mature cell--cell junction could be generated after 4--6 hours of 394 incubation. The doublets were then harvested and transferred into the SJS system 395 for stimulation. 396
By regulating the pressure at channel inlets, we could precisely control the 397 For each S180 doublet properly positioned in SJS, a 10--20μm--thick volume 431 circumscribing the intercellular region was imaged using spinning disk confocal 432 microscope with 60X magnification before and after the stimulation. The doublet 433 adopted the same upright deformation--free configuration in both imaging events. 434
The image stacks were then processed with custom Matlab codes to re--orientate the 435 cell contact in a fixed referential. A 1µm thick volume enclosing the junction was 436 then isolated and integrated vertically to generate the junction top--view image 437 ( Figure 4) . Volumes of the same size but with an offset of 3µm above and below the 438 junction region were also analyzed as controls. The intensity change along the 439 junction ring was determined based on the percentage difference between top--view 440 images before and after stimulation. Finally, all junction images within each 441 experiment condition were overlaid and averaged to give a more conclusive 442 presentation. Likewise, normalized intensity changes along the junction ring were 443 also averaged. 444
Because of plasma membrane fluidity, molecular patterns along the junction 445 ring might be occasionally disturbed after the stimulation. To circumvent issues in 446 junctional pattern--matching during subsequent image quantification, a more 447 elaborate signal analysis using Matlab was developed. Briefly, characteristic patchy 448 distribution of E--cadherin puncta at the junction was translated into a circle of 449 fiducial references, so that junction molecular response could be tracked in a 450 spatially--aware manner. 3D coordinates denoting the locations of distinct E--cadherin 451 puncta were determined. Then the coordinates of individual punctum before and 452 after stimulation were paired (Supplementary figure 4) . Finally, the florescent 453 intensities of different labeled molecules within a volume of 1µm3 centered at the 454 identified coordinates were calculated. Changes of these volume intensities between 455 the paired locations were plotted for comparison between different experiment 456 conditions. The same procedures were used to identify regions in between the 457 cadherin puncta (inter--puncta space). 458 459
Equiaxial Stretching 460

Experimental setup 461
Caco--2 cells were cultured to confluence with mature cell--cell junctions on 462 collagen I coated PDMS--bottom 6--well plate (Flexcell® vacuum--based stretching 463 system). An equiaxial stretching of 10% constant stain was imposed for 5 min on the 464
Caco--2 monolayer. Cells were fixed and stained for endogenous E--cadherin (mAb 465
Rat, clone ECCD--1, Invitrogen; 191900), F--actin (Phalloidin AlexaFluor647, 466
Invitrogen), ZO--1 (mAb mouse, Abcam; ab59720) and occludin (mAb Rabbit, 467
Invitrogen; 6H10L9). Apical junctions of the cells were visualized and imaged by LSM 468 780 100X confocal microscopy. Imaging for the stretched and the control groups 469 were conducted simultaneously with 3 independent replicative experiments. All 470 experiment conditions were kept consistent. 471 E--cadherin knockdown in Caco--2 monolayer was verified by 472 immunofluorescent staining, with E--cadherin (mAb Rabbit, Cell Signaling), α--catenin 473 (mAb mouse, Cell Signaling), and β--catenin (mAb mouse, BD). The lysates were also 474 immunoblotted for E--cadherin (mAb Rabbit, Cell Signaling) and GAPDH (loading 475 control; mAb Rabbit, Sigma). 476 477
Imaging and data analysis 478
Image quantification method used in our equiaxial stretching experiments for 479 cell--cell junction in monolayer was based on Line--scan analysis. Briefly, volumes in 480
Caco--2 monolayer containing the tight junction region were imaged using confocal 481 microscope with 63X magnification. Cell--cell contacts were identified using line--482 selection function in ImageJ. A line of 10µm long and 1µm thick was positioned 483 orthogonal to, and centered on, each cell--cell contact according to the ZO--1 or 484 occludin signal in every image. Measurements for the actin, E--cadherin, ZO--1 and 485 occludin fluorescence intensity profiles along these lines were obtained using 486 custom Matlab code based on ImageJ linescan function that averages the pixel 487 intensity value along the line. A Gaussian curve centered at zero is generated from 488 such intensity profile with its peak reflecting the junctional fluorescence signal for 489 each profile. The center peak intensities were adjusted for background by 490 subtracting the minimum value lying within 2.5μm on either side of the profile 491 ideally representing the average fluorescence in the cytoplasm. These corrected 492 peaks (junction) intensities were then plotted as scatter--cloud. The intensity values 493 of each group were normalized to the control unstretched group. localised mechanical stress at the junction. This can be imaged with a spinning 596 disc microscope at high resolution. Plasma memrbane marker was used here to 597 visualise the cell geometry. 598 599
